Introduction

Methods of Calculation
Include descriptions of the codes and data and details on the reactor models.
Discussion of Results
Include discussion of uncertainties. Conclusions
Corrections to Acronyms for Consistency
Change the following terms:
N "Russian authority for nuclear safety" to "Russian Authority for Nuclear Safety" N "Mixed Oxide (uranium-plutonium fuel)" to "Mixed Oxide (Uranium-Plutonium Fuel)" N "Zirconium fuel for cladding" to "Zirconium Fuel for Cladding" N "Russian water-water reactor" to "Russian Water-Water Reactor"
Text Comments
1. Page 5, paragraph 1, line 1: Add "," after "handling." 2. Page 5, paragraph 1, line 3: Change "power value" to "energy content." 3. Page 5, paragraph 2, suggested wording for first sentence: "Options for burning weapons grade plutonium in VVER-, BN-, HTGR-type reactors are being developed in Russia." 4. Page 5, paragraph 2, suggested wording for second sentence: "Experience in the use of mixed uranium-plutonium fuel gained in the West along with preliminary results obtained in Russia 
